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This booklet contains reports written by Examiners on the work of candidates in certain papers.  Its contents
are primarily for the information of the subject teachers concerned.
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GCE Advanced Subsidiary Level

Paper 8683/01

Speaking

General comments

There was a wide range of entry, from candidates who had a German-speaking parent or relative to
candidates for whom German was a completely foreign language acquired at school.

The overall performance of candidates was fair to very good.  On the whole, candidates were well prepared
and there were some very interesting conversations.

Teachers at Centres which have entered candidates for Speaking in the past seem now to be aware of the
various requirements and regulations for this component, in particular the need for the candidate to ask the
Examiner two questions in both the Topic Conversation and the General Conversation.  On the whole, tests
from these Centres were well examined and assessed.

There are two aspects, which need to be considered by new Centres:

� The candidate must ask at least two questions in the Topic Conversation and in the General
Conversation.  The syllabus states: “Candidates are required to seek information and the opinions
of the teacher.”  If the candidate fails to ask a question, no marks can be awarded under the
heading “Seeking information and opinions”.  If only one question is asked, then the maximum
mark is 3 out of 5.  If no question is asked, then no mark can be awarded.

� All timings of the test should be adhered to.  The Sustained Speech should last 3 minutes, the
Topic Conversation 7 to 8 minutes and the General Conversation 8 to 9 minutes.  Some parts of
the test lasted too long, and so the examination as a whole was allowed to run on much longer
than the stipulated 20 minutes.

Individual Centre Reports will highlight any shortcomings.

Paper 8683/02

Reading and Writing

General comments

There was a wide range of performance, from candidates who wrote fluently and accurately in stylish
German to those who had difficulty in answering the questions.

Comments on specific questions

Erster Teil

Aufgabe 1

Answers to (a), (b) and (e) were those which were most frequently incorrect.  Candidates had greater
success with (c) and (d).
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Aufgabe 2

In this exercise candidates are not required to paraphrase the text, as some of them tried to do.  They have
to re-arrange the sentence from the text grammatically in order to fit the new sentence pattern given in the
question.

(a) The passive idea was often omitted.

(b) Some candidates gave the correct answer: Man dürfe keinen Menschen klonen.  However, a few
did not use keinen and wrote: Man dürfe nicht einen Menschen klonen, which was rejected.  Other
candidates realised where nicht should be placed if used in this sentence: Man dürfe einen
Menschen nicht klonen, which was an acceptable answer.

(c) This was mostly correctly answered.

(d) This was mostly correctly answered.

(e) A future tense was required here but many candidates wrote in the present.

Aufgabe 3

The rubric for Exercises 3 and 4 states: ohne längere Satzteile direkt vom Text abzuschreiben.  Where the
candidate merely copies the relevant part of the text, no mark is awarded.  Candidates of average to less
than average ability in the language need more practice in the art of finding synonyms to express concepts.
They failed to gain marks, because they lifted phrases or sentences from the text.

(a) Few candidates realised that the answer was January.  They suggested March, October or
December.

(b) Candidates often omitted the point that the end could not justify the means.

(c) Many overlooked the author’s notion that one should not decide which people were worthy and
which were unworthy to live.

(d) A number of candidates believed that Chancellor Schröder was criticising Cardinal Wetter and not
the other way around, and so the reason they gave for the criticism was also wrong.

(e) Both parts were mostly correctly answered.

(f) Few understood the dilemma correctly, namely that German scientists were able neither to
experiment with embryos nor to destroy them.

(g) Most points were made correctly.  However, the fact that research would probably continue in
England was usually overlooked.

Zweiter Teil

Aufgabe 4

There were two problems in this exercise.  The first, as in Exercise 3, was the candidate’s inability to express
the answers with original wording instead of lifting them from the text.  The second problem was the failure to
mention enough relevant points in questions worth three or more marks, for instance (a), (b) and (c)(ii).
Candidates should be urged to give full details.

Good candidates were still able to make most points in their own words and to gain 4 or 5 marks for
language in this Exercise.

(a) The better use of medication was infrequently mentioned.

(b) As in (a), the point relating to medication, namely the dose, was not often conveyed.
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(c)(i) Candidates did not include the idea that most people die of these illnesses.

(i) Candidates often overlooked the idea of delaying the onset of the illness.

(d) Many candidates did not refer to the idea that the success may not be a permanent one.

(e) This was mostly correctly answered.

(f)  This was mostly correctly answered.

Aufgabe 5

The essential task is to summarise the two texts with original wording, according to the question set.  Ten
marks out of 20 are awarded for this aspect, as is stated on the Question Paper.  Then the candidate is
asked to give his own opinions on the issue for 5 marks.  Indeed, some very able candidates express their
own views whilst summarising the texts, in order to avoid repeating details.

It is important to organise the response like a mini-essay in order to fit everything in to the stipulated 140
words.  The answer is cut off at around 150 words or at the end of the sentence after 140 words is reached,
and no further marks can be awarded for the remainder.  Some candidates wrote at great length and failed to
mention enough points in 140 words.  Others gave their own opinions with little regard for the set passages,
thus losing most of the 10 content marks available.  A few summarised the passages very well but neglected
their personal response to the texts, thereby gaining only one or two marks out of 5.

Finally, 5 marks are awarded for language.  Language marks awarded here were broadly comparable to
those awarded in Exercise 3 and 4, as candidates maintained their consistency.  However, some appeared
not to have devoted adequate time to this exercise or forgot to check their answer, because on these scripts
more errors appeared than in previous exercises.

Paper 8683/03

Essay

General comments

All questions were attempted, but few chose to tackle Essays 1 and 6.  The most popular essays proved to
be on the theme of Bildung and Arbeit und Freizeit.

There were very few linguistically weak essays as a proportion of the whole entry and this report does not,
therefore, go into details of errors made.

Last year’s report pointed out that titles set are intended to provoke discussion, and that this is not helped
when candidates state their conclusions at the outset.  This point seemed to have been put across to
candidates, as there was generally a clear effort to make a case and present an argument.  This was
particularly the case with the essays on Koedukation and Arbeit und Freizeit, as discussed below.

Comments on specific questions

Question 1

Welche unterschiedlichen Meinungen hat man in Deutschland zur Vereinigung von 1989/90?

A small number of candidates tackled this question, showing a good knowledge of the historical facts as well
as an understanding of the mixed feelings in the former Bundesrepublik about taking on the financial and
social consequences of unification.
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Question 2

Ist Koedukation wünschenswert? Können Jungen and Mädchen in getrennten Schulen besser lernen?

This title gave rise to some lively essays.  This is a subject on which all have something to say and where
there were well-argued points of view from both sides of the question.  On the one hand were those who
argued that schools should reflect real life, where both sexes need to get on together.  On the other hand
were those who felt that students were best protected from possible sexual pressures when they should be
concentrating on their studies.

Particularly interesting were those essays from candidates in single-sex schools who nevertheless argued for
co-education.

Question 3

« Technologischer Fortschritt ist ein falscher Gott.  Er wird heute verehrt, aber wir sollten gegenüber ihm
zutiefst misstrauisch sein. »

Nehmen Sie Stellung zu dieser Behauptung.

This title produced some thoughtful essays, usually coming to the conclusion that nobody would wish to put
the clock back to a more primitive age.  The conclusion was that one might have doubts about the value of
some technological innovations, but that in the long run, human life was improved and that there was still
more to do in this field.

Question 4

Kann es je einen gerechten Krieg geben?

This title produced mixed opinions.  The general consensus was that war could never be justified.

Question 5

« In den reichen Ländern arbeitet man, um sein Geld für Freizeitbeschäftigungen zu verschwenden.  In den
armen Ländern arbeitet man, um am Leben zu bleiben.»

Nehmen Sie Stellung zu dieser Behauptung.

This was an essay title which led to excellent arguments. It was unusual in that no candidates actually
agreed with the proposition.  Although they were able to see what lay behind the quotation, they pointed out
that life was not that simple even in “rich” countries.

Question 6

«Die Jugend will lieber unterhalten als unterrichtet sein.»  Welche Bedeutung hat diese
Aussage für Sie?

This was not a popular title and the few essays offered tended to defend youth against such accusations.
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